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• Affective state provides information about the current situation and how it should be interpreted.











2 Storbeck & Clore (2005)
Positive    Negative  Neutral
 Negative affective state (i.e., sad mood) has been shown to reduce false memory errors 2
??
Does Affective State Influence Source Memory?
 Memory error that occurs when one(a) claims a previously-encountered idea to be a new idea or (b) claims an idea generated by someone else to be one’s own idea.Also known as:CryptomnesiaUnintentional PlagiarismUnconscious Plagiarism
George Harrison vs. Bright Tunes Music Corp.
Three-Phase Procedure3































**Significant Inadvertent Plagiarism in every Phase**
Can mood influence 
inadvertent plagiarism?
Mood 
Induction Write about Happy or 









Marsh & Bower (1993)
Boggle Paradigm4 
S T E Y
C A O S
G L I N







Marsh & Bower (1993)
S T E Y
C A O S
G L I N







Marsh & Bower (1993)
Initial Generation 
Computer's Turn 
The computer's word is : GREEN 
1Nhen you have located this word, click the button below. 
I've found it 
Initial Generation 
Participant's Turn 
Enter a new word: '---___ ------'1 [ Submit I [ Skip I 
Technical problems? Please contact us and let us know. 
Four trials for 































NewGenerate New Boggle 
Puzzle Solutions












Very Unhappy 1 7 Very Happy
Very Unpleasant 1 7 Very Pleasant
Very Negative 1 7 Very Positive
Please describe how you were feeling while you were 
writing your story.














Trial 1: sat, yes, soil






Correct New Error Partner-
Plagiarism
Recall-Own
Correct New Error Partner-
Plagiarism
5 Landau & Marsh  (1997)
sat, gate, eat, yes,  
dill, cat
Computer-Generated:
Trial 1: sat, yes, soil





Trial 1: sat, yes, soil















sat, gate, eat, yes, 
dill, soil
5 Landau & Marsh  (1997)
Computer-Generated:
Trial 1: sat, yes, soil











































Happy Mood (n = 25)



































Happy Mood (n = 25)
Sad Mood (n = 25)
.08 .08
* p < .05 
Generate-New Task Results
– Source Memory Errors (Who-Generated-What?)
• >
• Mood affects source memory processes



































































Happy Mood (n = 20)
Sad Mood (n = 20)
.34 .35
Recall-Own Task Results






























Happy Mood (n = 20)
Sad Mood (n = 20)
Generate-New Task Results



























Happy Mood (n = 20)
Sad Mood (n = 20)
Generate-New Task Results




















• Mood affects source memory and may
affect item memory processes
Does effect of mood on 
inadvertent plagiarism occur 



























Predicted Effect on 
Inadvertent PlagiarismIf…

































Happy Mood (n = 20)




















Happy Mood (n = 20)







































Predicted Effect on 
Inadvertent Plagiarism






























Happy Mood (n = 20)
















Happy Mood (n = 20)












































Mood had no effect on type of 
item memory errors made.
61
 Experiment 1
 Question: Does mood affect source memory in inadvertent plagiarism paradigm?
 Answer: Yes.
 Experiment 2
 Question: Is the effect of mood in Recall-Own but not Generate-New due to “wearing off” of mood?
 Answer: Probably Not.
 Experiment 3
 Question: Does mood effect in Recall-Own occur at encoding or retrieval (or both)?
 Answer: Encoding.
 Question: What’s going on with Generate-New?
 Answers: Sad mood enhances item memory accuracy.No effect of mood on inadvertent plagiarism.
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